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A smarter approach to threat detection and incident response

NEC’s Managed SIEM + XDR is our integrated 

threat-centric defence solution that is expertly 

managed through our on-shore SOC 24x7.

We apply ongoing automation and machine 

learning, together with pre-packaged use 

cases and advanced analytics to reduce your 

time to respond to threats.

Your distributed workforce is now accessing 

your IT environment with a myriad of devices, in 

multiple locations and through complex networks. 

You will have to re-define your acceptable level 

of risk which means proactively managing cyber 

threats posed by existing and new threat actors 

wanting to access data, assets, and personnel.

The increasing threat landscape has also forced 

industry and regulators to re-visit compliance 

requirements to address the ongoing risk from 

these behavioural changes.  Using ad-hoc manual 

processes and multiple stand-alone products to 

comply can be ineffective and costly resulting 

in failed audits, data handling breaches and 

inadequate disclosure.

What our solution delivers

 ; Threat detection and response using 

automation and machine learning

 ; Advanced analytics to help reduce your 

average time to respond

 ; Global threat intelligence feeds to constantly 

reduce your risk

 ; User behaviour modelling to build out high 

risk user profiles

 ; Incident response management within 

agreed service levels

 ; Detailed reporting to identify, track, and 

report activities 
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Use cases automatically 
updated with global threat 
intelligence to constantly 

reduce your risk.

Manage your cyber security 
costs and reduce alert fatigue, 
leaning on our cyber security 

expertise.

Global threat 
intelligence

Cost effective

Underpinned by best-of-breed 
technology from the top-right 

corner of Gartner’s Magic 
Quadrant. 

Easy and fast to deploy and 
integrate into your existing and 

emerging IT environments.

Market-leading 
technology

SaaS based platform

Detection and response across 
your entire estate; cloud, on-
premises, networks, apps, 

endpoints. 

Detailed reporting to identify, 
track, and report activities to 

help meet audit and compliance 
requirements. 

Threat landscape 
coverage

Achieve compliance

Our service goes beyond traditional SIEM (Security Information and Event Management). 

NEC’s XDR (Extended Detection and Response) consolidates tools and data to provide 

extended visibility, analysis, and response across all areas of your IT environment.  
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With access to 10 Security Operations Centres worldwide and 
partnerships with leading security institutions, NEC provides a 
global defence with integrated protection through local experts.

Overcome your business challenges

Lack of visibility across the threat landscape. NEC can provide:

 ; interoperability and a unified view across your security solutions to manage 

indicators of compromise

 ; real-time detection and response across all areas of your business - endpoints, 

infrastructure, network, perimeter and cloud

Securing your distributed workforce cost effectively. NEC can provide: 

 ; advanced security monitoring, threat managment and analytics to secure your 
increasingly complex user, device and data interactions  

 ;  ongoing protection, detection, and response using market leading automation, 
threat hunting techniques and local expertise to reduce your attack surface

Meeting regulatory and industry compliance requrements. NEC can provide:

 ; demonstrated ability through detection rules, models, and compliance reports 

that show auditors security controls are in place and work as designed 

 ; streamlined activity reporting to reduce your internal effort to meet ongoing 

cyber security insurance policy requirments

Address the current cyber security skills shortage. NEC can provide:

 ; increased operating efficiency, reduced gaps in coverage and alert fatigue with 

real-time analytics and intelligent security orchestration

 ;  a dedicated on-shore SOC to proactively investigate threats and work hand-in-

hand with your internal teams to provide visibility

NEC Cyber Security
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For more information visit: Speak to a Cyber Security expert: 
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